NEW : BMW Z3 Clear Front Marker Lights

1) Purchase the clear front marker lights.

2) Disconnect the bulbs & the electrical motor from the headlights.

3) Disconnect the 7 metal clips on the headlights > indicated with the red lines

4) Dismantle the headlights > 4 bolts > indicated with yellow lines

5) Put the headlights into a 100°C preheated oven.

6) Remove the headlights after 10-15 minutes please beware for the heat

7) Than divide carefully the headlights in 2 with a large screwdriver
   (don’t worry it’s that easy)
8) Remove the orange blinkers
9) Fix the new white blinkers with transparent silicone (resisting to 150°c) > indicated with the yellow lines.
10) Wait for about 5 hours than put the headlights again into a 100°celcius preheated oven.
11) Remove the headlights after 10-15 minutes & put them together (beware for the heat)

12) Assemble the headlights & adjust the lights again

13) Behold the new look of your Z3